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FULL CIRCLE
Introduction and Acknowledgments
Ashley Kistler

Filling all three floors of the Anderson Gallery, this survey offers the most
comprehensive presentation to date of Siemon Allen’s collection projects,
collectively titled Imaging South Africa. Although painstakingly crafted and
constructed on site last month, Allen’s new room-sized, woven-videotape
sculpture, Screen II, harkens back to a series of works from the late 1990s that
were in many ways precursors to his current projects. The exhibition also
features six selections from his newest body of work, Records, a magnificent
suite of monumental prints created from scans of individual vinyl records that
the artist culled from his collection of over 2,000 South African audio artifacts.
These pieces are joined by Allen’s recently reconfigured and most expansive
rendition of Stamps, a massive inventory of South African postal stamps now
covering an entire century, and his latest installment of Newspapers, a multipart
project charting coverage of his home country in various American newspapers.
Makeba!, a pair of installations assembled from the collected recordings of the
exiled South African singer and political activist, completes the exhibition.
The opportunity to experience this many of Allen’s installations at once
reveals ever more clearly numerous aspects of his artistic practice. Moving from
one gallery space to the next imparts a growing sense of awareness of the

• left: Better, 2010, actual size detail.
digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.
Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching
Fine Art Paper on Sintra.

countless small, and not so small, aesthetic and conceptual decisions that each

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

piece required for its creation and presentation. These decisions accumulate

digital print, 80” x 80”, prototype, grid of 20 sheets joined.

incrementally, in much the same way that his collected fragments of material

• below: Better, 2009.
Epson HDR ink on Epson Velvet Fine Art paper.
BANK Gallery, Durban, SA.

culture do, to produce inspired works of art. Allen speaks of this process in terms
of “rival” content: literal content on the one hand, here focused on the shifting
political and social face of South Africa, and aesthetic content on the other,
replete in this exhibition with references to Modernist and Minimalist archetypes.
His efforts to effectively intertwine these two separate but equal components
evoke the ongoing struggle to merge classic content with classic form that has
preoccupied artists for centuries.
Allen’s overall conception of his exhibition as a single cohesive installation
becomes apparent when considering how he has sequenced the viewer’s
encounter with each successive work. And while he has often treated installation
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as a form of architectural intervention, in this instance he has applied a similar
approach to the whole building. The circle, for example, emerges as one of
several dominant motifs. Among other, distinctly different associations, Allen
relates this format to the Afrikaans term laager, which referred in the 19th century
to a Boer military encampment protected by a circle of wagons, reminiscent
of the response of American pioneers to danger. It has since come to signify a
defensive state of mind, closed to new ideas.
The curved wall constructed for Newspapers, which ushers viewers into
the exhibition, is echoed on the second floor by the curving expanse of the
transparent curtain containing the Makeba record jackets. Upon reaching
the third floor, it has metamorphosed into the giant cylinder housing Stamps
that, once entered, physically and psychologically encircles the viewer, whose
initial view becomes a continuous field of pattern and color. The fact that this
chronologically arranged collection begins with the first South African stamp
ever issued—a depiction of the colonial monarch King George V—and ends
exactly 100 years later with a reissue of the same stamp reinforces its circular
character. The relocation of Stamps next year to a permanent home in South
• top: Makeba!, 2009.
record sleeves, clear acetate, aluminum, silver thread.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
• above: Stamps V, 2010.
100 years of South African stamps (1910 - 2010).
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
• right: Mirian Make Ba, 2010
digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.
Virginia Museum of Fine Art, Richmond, VA.

Africa will complete yet another circle.
This shape, of course, figures prominently in Allen’s Records, a new series of
prints that perhaps signals a different direction for his work. Having meticulously
selected a dozen records from hundreds of options, he enlarged each scan by
750% so that the final print—nearly seven feet square—conveys extraordinary
detail. The lush surfaces and vigorous presence of these prints recall physical
aspects of Allen’s Screen II; and like the videotape he used to weave this sculpture,
the records are also silenced. Yet the union of form and content that Allen has
achieved in his latest project yields artworks that are much more forthcoming
in the information they contain. Bearing a singular network of marks, scratches,
scuffs, and grooves, which distinguishes its exploded topographic surface from
all others, each image represents a unique world of lived history. After all, as Allen
notes, these damaged records have been literally played to death. Amplified
visually if not aurally, his renditions transform the most humble and distressed
objects into mesmerizing eulogies.
Mirian Make Ba, another stunning new print by Allen, is currently on
view at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, in conjunction with the museum’s
exhibition, Darkroom: Photography and New Media in South Africa Since 1950,
with which Imaging South Africa was scheduled to coincide. We are grateful to
Tosha Grantham, curator of Darkroom, and Robin Nicholson, Chief Officer of Art,
Education and Exhibitions, for their enthusiastic interest in showing this work.
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Joint opening receptions were held at the VMFA and the Anderson Gallery, as
well as at the Visual Arts Center of Richmond, where a portion of Darkroom is also
displayed. Special thanks are extended to our colleagues at both the museum
and the center for their kind consultation and collaboration.
This publication was made possible in part by generous funding from
the Office of the Dean. For his support of Allen’s exhibition, we thank Richard
Toscan, Emeritus Dean of the VCU School of the Arts, who retired in June. Special
thanks go also to South African curator Clive Kellner for his insightful essay,
and to Andrés Zervigon, who so generously allowed us to reprint his article
on Allen’s early woven sculptures. At the Anderson, Gallery Coordinator Traci
Garland and Exhibition Manager Michael Lease tackled with their usual finesse
many tasks related to the exhibition’s promotion and installation. The successful
implementation of this project, like those preceding it over the last two years, has
been dependent on their input, and I greatly appreciate the excellence that Traci
and Michael apply to everything they do.
For their tireless labor on the gallery installation, the artist thanks Kyle Hosli,
Miriam Ewers, Tim Devoe, John Henry Blatter, Miyuki Nishiuchi, Chris Mahonski,
Molly Underwood, Terry Brown, Jesse Burrowes, Ledelle Moe, and his wife, Kendall
Buster. Deep appreciation goes also to Henrietta Hamilton and Robert Frazier,
Directors of BANK Gallery, and Jenny Strayer, Director of the Durban Art Gallery,

• left top: Stamps V, 2010.
100 years of South African stamps (1910 - 2010).
stamps, pins, acetate, cloth, wood.

for the opportunity last year to expand and exhibit in Durban, South Africa, the

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

Stamps, Newspapers, and Records projects; to Sharon Burger and Grace Kotze,

digital prints, map pins

• left bottom: Labels, 2009.

who provided heroic support for these installations; and to music critic Richard

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

Haslop who kindly opened the Records show at BANK Gallery. The artist extends

100 years of South African stamps (1910 - 2010).

special gratitude to Gordon Schachat for his generous support and patronage,

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

• above: Stamps V, 2010.
stamps, pins, cloth, wood.

and to Clive Kellner and Jeannnine Howse of the gordonschachatcollection.
Finally, the artist sincerely thanks Denise Allen, Bob Allen, Maxine Poisson, and
Phyllis Gray for helping to accumulate the massive archive of stamps and for
making so many of these projects possible.
Most of all, huge thanks are due to Siemon for undertaking with such
perfection what always promised to be an enormous project. It has been
fascinating to witness firsthand the unfolding of his exceptional exhibition.
Keenly reflecting its maker’s intelligence, talent, compassion, tenacity, and
precision, Imaging South Africa continues to illuminate so much in so many ways.
Ashley Kistler is Director of the Anderson Gallery at the School of the Arts, Virginia Commonwealth
University, in Richmond.
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MAKEBA!
EXHIBITION HISTORY

The most recent project in the Imaging

range of political content. Notably, when

South Africa series, Records comprises several

comparing different pressings of identical

collections, which initially focused on

albums, potentially controversial information

2009 | Imaging South Africa: Records

recordings by the South African singer and

was edited out in some countries and

BANK Gallery, Durban, South Africa

anti-apartheid activist, Miriam Makeba. A few

foregrounded in others.
2010 | Mirian Make Ba

years ago, I was looking through records at a

As the Makeba! project progressed, I

thrift store in Richmond and came across the

found myself slowly expanding the limits

Presented in conjunction with the exhibition

LP, An Evening with Belafonte/Makeba. It was

of the collection to include any audio

Darkroom curated by Tosha Grantham

two dollars. The album dated from 1965, and

artifact from South Africa—jazz, punk, plays,

Virginia Museum of Fine Art, Richmond, VA

reading the liner notes on the jacket, I began

political speeches, sports commentary, etc. I

to reflect upon how such a record cover had

eventually focused on unusual material that

operated in the dissemination of a political

now includes over 600 rare 78 rpm shellac

message. How did these commodities,

discs. I have begun what will be my ultimate

mass-produced in the Americas and Europe,

goal for this ongoing archive of over 2,000

help to create an awareness of the political

items: to document all the information and

realities of apartheid South Africa?

to make it available as a searchable database

• left: Makeba!, 2009.

on the web.

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

The project developed through an

• below: Labels and Map, 2009.

extensive search that ultimately led me to
the international market, eBay. Assembled
over two years of sifting through internet
auctions and receiving thousands of emails,
I collected Makeba recordings from all over
the world. In an effort to map the journey
of each record (and by implication Makeba’s

Notes on Makeba records on pages that follow:
p. 18: Miriam Makeba, self-titled, HA 2332, London Records,
pressed in Israel, 1960. Makeba’s debut LP, recorded in
the United States, features glowing liner notes by Harry
Belafonte and quotes from Time magazine. One paragraph
states: “Though she tries many styles, she never sings the
Afrikaaner songs of white South Africa. “When Afrikaaners
sing in my language,” she says, “then I will sing in theirs.” This

voice), I catalogued where each was first

text is notably absent from UK pressings and earlier Israeli

recorded and where each was purchased.

copies, but is uncensored on US and New Zealand issues.

Now numbering more than 400 individually

mentioned in the US pressings are notably absent, and a
rather patronizing text is substituted.

purchased through eBay and other sources.
• pp. 22-3, 25: Makeba!, 2009, installation view.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
• p. 24: Makeba!, 2009, installation view.
BANK Gallery, Durban, SA.

Records, pressed in the USA, 1965. I found this record in a
thrift store in Richmond, VA for $2. It is the LP that started
the whole project. The liner notes here are explicitly anti-

recording.

apartheid.

and, using pins, installed them chronologically

The yellow pins marked places where records were

p. 20: An Evening with Belafonte/Makeba, LPM 3420, RCA

discoveries like a steel-and-acetate demo
I photographed all the labels of the items

manufactured Makeba records, in the collection, in red.

pressed in South Africa, 1960. The Time magazine quotes

rpm discs, vinyl records, singles, 4-track reeltapes, compact discs, and other exceptional

The map dipicted below indexes countries that

p. 19: Miriam Makeba, self-titled, ZA 6037, London Records,

acquired items, the collection includes 78
to-reel tapes, 8-track cartridges, cassette

BANK Gallery, Durban, SA.

p. 21: Chants d’Afrique No. 2, 435.018, RCA Victor, pressed in
France, 1964. This LP is more commonly known as The Voice
of Africa and features a different image from the same shoot.

from bottom to top and right to left, directly
onto the wall. Labels became a document of
Makeba’s life work but also formed a color field
that was for me reminiscent of a kind of craft
work in South Africa.
The second work produced from this
archive consisted of the record covers and
CD inserts, also assembled chronologically
in a grid, which revealed Makeba’s changing
portrait over time and the expanding global
reach of her message. The liner notes on the
back sides of the covers include a significant
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IMAGING SOUTH AFRICA
The Archival Turn in Siemon Allen’s Production
Clive Kellner

Found yet constructed, factual yet fictive, public yet private.
— Hal Foster1

How has the memory of the colonial and apartheid past
been indexed in artistic production?
— Okwui Enwezor2

My creative relationship with Siemon Allen has been an ongoing conversation
that can be traced over two decades and began in 1989, when we were both
art students at Technikon Natal in Durban, South Africa. It was a vital period in
the country’s history, framed by those years just prior to and after the end of

• left: Church, 2010.
digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.

the apartheid era. At the time, Allen co-founded the FLAT Gallery, an alternative

Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching

space and experiment-in-living project that was the site for many of the studio

Johannesburg, SA.

practices that would later shape his work. I began what would become a
move from the studio to curatorial practice by entering the first Johannesburg

Fine Art Paper on Sintra, gordonschachatcollection,
• below: Work, 1996.
siren, timing device.
Generator Art Space, Johannesburg, SA.

Biennale Curators Programme and then the curatorial programme at De Appel in
Amsterdam.
One of my first independent curatorial efforts was an international group
exhibition in 1996 at the Generator Art Space, an alternative venue in downtown
Johannesburg. Titled Hitchhiker, the show looked at old and new media and the
notion of migration in contemporary practice. It featured the work of twenty
artists, including Eugenio Dittborn, Jimmie Durham, Olu Oguibe, and Moshekwa
Langa. For the exhibition, Allen produced a piece that required the installation
of an industrial siren in the gallery—the type of siren commonly used in South
African factories and mines to signal breaks and to resume work, thus regulating
the hours of the labourers’ day. When the siren rang, the sound was deafening,
almost violent. Allen’s gesture called attention to the brute power of an imposed
regulatory system, and it functioned as a disruption within the exhibition itself,
bringing the outside world into the gallery.
The historic 2nd Johannesburg Biennale took place the following year.
Okwui Enwezor’s monumental Trade Routes: History & Geography included an
exhibition of contemporary South African art at the South African National
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Gallery in Cape Town. Titled Graft and curated by Colin Richards, this exhibition

• La Jetée, 1997.
woven VHS videotape, steel
2nd Johannesburg Bienale, Graft
South African National Gallery, Cape Town, SA.

included a version of Allen’s earlier siren piece. More significantly, the show

production. In the past sixteen years since apartheid formally ended, rapid

also featured a new work by Allen called La Jetée, a massive installation of black

transformations have occurred in South Africa. After moving to the United States

mirror-like panels made with woven videotape. Sited to reflect on its surface

in 1997, Allen has continued to observe, collect, isolate, and present various

works in the gallery’s permanent collection, the panels interfered with any

forms of ephemera that have been used to brand and rebrand South Africa.

attempts by visitors for neutral viewing or normal movement through the space.

Considering his work brings to mind French philosopher Jacques Derrida’s notion

Composed of 40 connected panels, each measuring one metre by three metres,

of the archive as a site of power and authority, and also American critic Hal

the installation operated as an architectural intervention within the gallery’s

Foster’s notion of the archive as a mode of practice or a point of reference for the

display of iconic “resistance art.” As one of Allen’s seminal woven works, it would

artist. Allen’s collections of newspapers, stamps, and records not only suggest an

lead to an extended exploration of film, audio, and VHS stock in sculptures that

affinity with the archive as the artist’s mode of practice, but also infer an added

incorporated aspects of painting and architecture. Ten years later, in an exhibition

political dimension as his presentation is never neutral. He is an active observer

entitled Disturbance at the Johannesburg Art Gallery that I organized with

and participant.

colleague Maria Fidel Regueros, he showed The Birds, a large-scale piece woven

the “external construction of an image of South Africa” presented in the US news

tiny, embedded, just visible images on the film created an overall pattern. Like his

media.5 Allen developed and expanded the project to include newspapers

earlier woven videotape works, The Birds resided in a territory where painting and

from each of the cities where it has been exhibited. To date, they include The

sculpture merge.

Washington Post, The Washington Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, The Des Moines
Register, and The New York Times. Allen collected, isolated, and presented selected

gordonschachatcollection, Johannesburg, SA.

art, I travelled to Durban to see Allen’s concurrent exhibitions at the Durban Art

everything except articles about South Africa, foregrounding “what might

stamps, pins, acetate, perspex, wood, aluminum

Gallery and BANK Gallery. I was struck by the complexity of his powerful room-

otherwise be considered marginal news.”6 By choosing the local newspaper of

sized installations and immediately reminded of the transformative power of art,

the city where the project was on view, Allen aimed to mirror to that community

of how an artist can act at once as mediator, collector, and archivist. The Schachat

its coverage of an ‘other’ foreign place—South Africa.

Records, which was featured in the 2009 Johannesburg Art Fair, as well as his

what visitors actually experienced in the country this past summer contrasted

massive installation, Stamps.

sharply with the negative image that was earlier constructed by the foreign

Allen’s act of art making can be described as “an archival impulse.”3 He is

• above: Stamps IV, 2009.
Durban Art Gallery, Durban, SA.

With regard to South Africa’s recent hosting of the World Cup, the reality of

media. On another level, Allen’s experience of viewing his home country through
the US media foregrounds the artist’s own dislocation from his country, family,

Rainbow Nation, Contemporary South

recently, audio recordings. According to historian Pierre Nora, our whole society

and memories. He observes a distorted image of a place called home. In this, he

African Art at the Crossroads of History,”

lives for archival production. “At a time when we both crave and feel overwhelmed

is both an insider and an outsider.

in Personal Affects: Power and Poetics in

view of the digital prints, Johannesburg Art Fair.

articles in a chronological arrangement. He used tracing paper to conceal

a prodigious collector of stamps, books, newspapers, vinyl records and, more

2. Okwui Enwezor, “The Enigma of the

• top: Records, 2010.

in Johannesburg of predominantly modern and contemporary South African

Collection subsequently acquired Allen’s new suite of twelve monumental prints,

No. 110, MIT Press, Cambridge, Fall 2004.

First exhibited at FUSEBOX in Washington, DC, in 2001, Newspapers considers

out of old 16mm film footage of the Hitchcock masterpiece; in this instance, the

Last year, as curator of the gordonschachatcollection, a private collection

1. Hal Foster, “An Archival Impulse,” in October,

The post-apartheid environment has been a fertile site for Allen’s artistic

Contemporary South African Art, ed. Sophie

by information,” he observes, “the archive can seem like a more authoritative, or

The most recent iteration of Stamps consists of 50,000 individual postal

Perryer, Museum for African Art and Spier,

somehow, more authentic body of information or of objects bearing value and

stamps displayed in a cylindrical, architecturally-impressive installation. The work

3. The term “an archival impulse” is credited

meaning.”4 Our human nature compels us to privilege certain cultural objects

is not a philatelic exercise, although it does speak to that form of collecting.

to Hal Foster in his essay of the same title in

over others, and to assert their value economically and culturally; the creation of

Exhibited in 2009 at the Durban Art Gallery, this collection begins with the Union

value, both symbolic and economic, is a mediated process. Collecting is a form of

of South Africa in 1910, represented by a stamp of King George V, and marks

5. Taken from an interview with Amanda

4. This quotation taken from Sue Breakell,

archiving. As such, a collection attests to and illuminates the political, social, and

the transformation of South Africa’s colonial past into its democratic present.

Bowker and Siemon Allen for the exhibition,

Perspectives: Negotiating the Archive at http://

economic variables shaping society. In this way, Allen’s collection projects operate

Not unlike German painter Gerhard Richter’s Colour Charts, the work relies on

as cultural markers within the larger changing social, political, and economic climate.

the language of the encyclopaedic. Richter’s paintings are “structured on a pre-

New York and Cape Town, 2004.

October, No. 110, MIT Press, Cambridge , Fall
2004, pp. 3-22.

www.tate.org.uk/research/tateresearch/
tatepapers/08spring/breakell.shtm

30

The American Effect at the Whitney Museum
in New York, 2003.
6. Ibid.

31

established system of colour determination, removing artistic whim”;7 likewise,

• 25th Anniversay of the Soweto Uprising,
stamp issued June 16, 2001, SAPO.
design: Lehlohonolo Moagi, photo: Sam Nzima.
This is the first South African stamp to officially
acknowledge the apartheid past—issued seven
years after the historic 1994 elections. Sam Nzima’s
photo shows Mbuyisa Makhubu carrying the body
of Hector Pieterson, who was shot by police during
student protests against Afrikaans as the school
language medium, in June of 1976.

Allen’s stamps are found objects configured in a minimalist grid that suggests

his collection projects and, in the current context, he thinks of it as “an archive of

the work as archival trace. An archival turn is suggested as one hundred years

the unseen or the unknown.”12 French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan described

of a nation’s history is presented through images of the Queen of England, the

the mirror stage of a child’s development as significant for two primary reasons:

Voortrekker Centenary (1838-1938), the anniversary of the 1976 Soweto uprising,

it defines a decisive turning point in the child’s mental development or self-

Nelson Mandela, and former President Thabo Mbeki, among others.8 Described

recognition, as well as an essential libidinal relationship with the body image.

by Allen as “an internally constructed image of South Africa” as opposed to the

These ideas come into play when considering how the viewer experiences Allen’s

“externally constructed image” of Newspapers, this project revolves around an

Screen as a conscious engagement with the self. The black reflective surface of

exclusive narrative of sovereignty, colonialism, struggle, and liberation.9 In a very

the woven videotape acts as an interpellation of its immediate environment.

public way, it is a symbolic portrayal of how a country represents itself to the

The viewer’s image is reflected together with the space and contents of the

outside world, but largely for its own purposes. Allen’s singular act has been to

environment in which the work is situated. The result is an effect of recognition or

View showing the reflection of the VHS videotape.

appropriate and historicize the past into the present.

conscious identification with one’s self and one’s surroundings.

out of three strands of tape positioned as 60˚ to each

Records includes a new series of monumental prints—each measuring

South African writer and scholar Njabulo Ndebele said, “In South Africa,

nearly two metres square—made from scans of shellac and vinyl discs that Allen

reality outstrips metaphor.”13 The implications of this observation resonate with

selected from his expansive collection of over 2,000 South African audio items.

Allen’s weaves when thinking about them in the context of memorials. The reality

The entire suite of twelve prints was shown at the Johannesburg Art Fair last

of apartheid for many black South Africans went beyond what artists could

March. Entering the space was like standing in the Rothko Chapel: the images

produce to either represent their oppression or defy it. How can an artist, poet,

initially suggested color-field paintings floating a short distance from the wall.

or musician find images to express such grave acts of inhumanity? How can art

Like the serial works by German photographers Bernd and Hiller Becher, Allen’s

do justice to such atrocities and racial hatred? Allen’s silent woven works pay

Records embraces a typology in which each image is formally similar to the next;

homage to this history by offering non-representational forms that create a space

yet each image in the series has a unique, metaphysical presence. His prints

for reflection.

speak about seriality in relation to image and surface, where the ever-present

7. http://www.gerhard-richter.com/
biography/work/
8. Ann Laura Stoler, Along the Archival Grain:
Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2009.

described in their own work as an effort, “to create families of motifs.”14 His

images that is so astounding. The viewer’s eye traces the magnified topography

process is in some ways an indeterminable one that has no real beginning or

of scratches, marks, and lines that convey in each a sense of lived history, as

end. One object informs another to create “a pattern of sequential experiences.”15

well as the concentric grooves graphically etched into the vinyl. The record

The resulting body of experiences and works produced by Allen at once frame

appears sculptural and tangible, but we are denied access. It is, as painter Barnett

and blur the hierarchies and distinctions that authority, the media, and history

Newman commented, “an abstraction of the visual fact.”10

inevitably create. His combination of conceptual rigor with visual and material

In its final rendition, each scanned record becomes an iconic image
with an inner and an outer disc. The inner disc, or record label, not only
includes factual information, but also creates a visual play with colour. An

10. From a letter by Barnett Newman

acid green label in one image, for example, sits alongside another with

The Nation, in American Artists on Art from

deep mauve and black print reminiscent of the jazz of the 1940s and 50s.

1940 to 1980, ed. Ellen H. Johnson, West View

The damaged black shellac outer disc bears markings made by previous

Press, Boulder, 1982, p.15.

• Untitled (mad weave), 1996.
woven VHS videotape, steel, Richmond, VA.
This was an unusual and difficult weave contructed
other. The technique was apparently used in prisons
as punishment—hence the name “mad weave.”

Allen operates in a manner that recalls what Bernd and Hiller Becher have

tensions between figure and ground are revealed. And it is the surface of these

9. From the interview with Amanda Bowker.
replying to Clement Greenberg’s review in

Allen constructed a new woven videotape piece, Screen II, for this survey of

presence speaks of a poetic politic and an enduring way of organizing the world
in which objects are once again collected, transformed, and displayed.
12. Quotation taken from Siemon Allen’s

Clive Kellner is curator of the gordonschachatcollection in Johannesburg, South Africa.

website: www.siemonallen.org
13. Njabulo Ndebele, “Memory, Symbol and
the Triumph of Narrative”, in co.@rtnews, eds.
Fernando Alvim and Clive Kellner, 3rd edition,
Johannesburg, April 2000.

11. This quotation is taken from Siemon

owners who “unwittingly altered the original recorded sound and, in so

Allen’s text in Records: A Collection Project

doing, contributed their own history to the object”.11 On various levels, these

essay on the Bechers at: http://www.

by Siemon Allen, gordonschachtcollection

images become increasingly intricate portals to South African musical and

tate.org.uk/research/tateresearch/

social history.

15. Ibid.

and flatinternational, brochure for the
Johannesburg Art Fair, 26-28 March, 2010.

32

14. This quotation is from Blake Stimson’s

tatepapers/04spring/stimson_paper.htm

33

• Installation view of His Master’s Voice, Zonophone
and Better, 2010, digital prints, 78” x 78” each.
edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.
Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching
Fine Art Paper on Sintra.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
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RECORDS
The beginnings of the print project

from a set of twelve—mark the beginning

were serendipitous. I was examining a

last year of a new body of work that reflects

record trying to make out the performer

2009 | Imaging South Africa: Records

the slow expansion of my record collection

and the track titles. The label was so badly

BANK Gallery, Durban, South Africa

to include many different kinds of audio

damaged that I could not make this out.

artifacts from South Africa. What is common

As an experiment, I decided to scan the

2010 | Records (South African Edition)

to the records appearing in all twelve prints,

record in high resolution to somehow get

Presented by the gordonschachatcollection

and what initially drew me to the project,

closer to its surface. The detail in the scan

Johannesburg Art Fair, South Africa

was the evidence of their use in the form of

was incredible, and I was able to access the

surface scratches and damages. I selected

hidden information in part. I then proceeded

2010 | Mirian Make Ba

records that I found most engaging visually,

to print the scan out in small sheets that I

Presented in conjunction with the exhibition

in terms of both their signs of wear and their

taped together to form a grid of the image

Darkroom curated by Tosha Grantham

original label designs. I decided that there

in large scale. My motives at this stage were

Virginia Museum of Fine Art, Richmond, VA

could be no repetition of any one label, and

simply aesthetic.

I thought that the set should encompass a

But soon I was also drawn to the

broad range of musical styles and languages.

embedded information that was being

Physically, these prints are detailed

uncovered in the scans. For example, it was

scanned enlargements of individual records.

only after enlarging the record by 750% that

In contrast to what a record collector might

I was able to partially make out the name

prefer to acquire, I chose items that were

of the artist—Wilson Silgee and his Forces

particularly distressed. I think of this damage

with Vula No.1 and Vula No.2. The name of

as further markings by unknown authors

the label itself had also eluded me, but I

who unwittingly contributed their history

was able to determine that it was indeed

to these objects. The detailed images in the

Tempo, a label which had been owned by

prints thus capture not only the historical

GRC (Grammohone Recording Company),

audio visually in the form of the lines or

a subsidiary of Gallo Records, that was later

grooves, but also the scratches, damage, and

transferred to Trutone Records in 1966.

Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching

repair work done by subsequent owners.

Based on the label design, the recording on

Fine Art Paper on Sintra.

The damage to the records that is
evident in the prints suggests an intriguing

this disc dates from the later Trutone period,
probably around 1966.

contradiction. On the one hand, in visual

Wilson ‘King Force’ Silgee, an icon in

terms, it represents a kind of decay or

his own right, joined the Jazz Maniacs in the

degradation. On the other hand, the

mid-30s as a saxophone player, and later

damage is most often the direct result of

led the group after their leader, Solomon

use and reuse. It could be viewed as the by-

‘Zuluboy’ Cele, was murdered in 1944. In the

product of the most amazing fun—a visual

1950s, Silgee would go on to form his own

document of the artifact’s everyday lived

band, the Jazz Forces. The damage on the

experience. The stylus has struck the shellac

record makes it now almost unlistenable.

or vinyl countless times, until the walls of the

But for some, including myself, it has its own

grooves gave way; these records, in other

unique pleasures, sounding at moments

words, have been literally played to death.

almost like something remixed by Japanese

This contradiction is heightened when one

noise artist, Merzbow.

considers the political and historical context
of the object’s use.
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EXHIBITION HISTORY

The prints on view in this exhibition—six

• left: Tempo, 2010.
digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
• below: Installation view of Rave and Tempo, 2009.
Epson HDR ink on Epson Velvet Fine Art Paper.
edition: prototype, grid of 20 sheets joined.
BANK Gallery, Durban, SA.

In the print Rave, the chalky white area
around the hole of the label is a Plaster-of-
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Paris fill done by one of the record’s owners.

royalties from his recordings.

This person appears to have re-created the

Political exclusions aside, I could

centre after what could only be described

not resist including in the print series the

as a dramatic deterioration. Kwela Sax, the

Zonophone record of Marching on Pretoria.

title of the repaired record, has its own

This is the earliest recording in my full

unique history. Spokes Mashiyane, its

collection and probably dates from around

author, is credited with popularizing kwela

1901-03. The song by Ian Calquhoun dates

or pennywhistle jive with his recordings Ace

from the Second Anglo-Boer war and is sung

Blues and Kwela Spokes in 1954. In the four

from an overtly British, patriotic perspective.

years that followed, he would remain one of

After trying to find out more

the most famous and prolific proponents of

information about the record, I came

this musical style.

across a thread on the web (at mudcat.org)

The origins of the name kwela itself

discussing the origins of the song Marching

is quite elusive, but it is most commonly

to Pretoria. The discussion on the website

translated as “step up,” referring to the

traced the earliest history of the song, via

nickname given to apartheid-era police

Baden-Powell’s scouts groups, to British

vehicles. When people were arrested,

forces in South Africa, though no one knew

policemen would order them to “step up”

the original British lyrics as sung by British

into the vehicle. In the introduction to the

soldiers. A sanitized English version of the

famous 1956 track, Tom Hark, by Elias and his

Afrikaans song was popularized by Joseph

Zig Zag Jive Flutes, one can hear the voices

Marais, who introduced it to American radio

• right: Rave, 2010.

of a street-gang playing an illegal game of

audiences on his NBC show in 1939. In his

digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.

dice. One of the individuals shouts out: “Hier

book World of Folk Songs, Marais explains that

Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching

kom die kwela-kwela! Stop […] want hulle

the song was sung by both sides during the

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

gaan ons bo vat!” It has been speculated that

Boer War. Various contributors to the web

• below: Envee, 2010.

white consumers of the music hearing the

discussion go on to tell stories of variations

digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.

word kwela in this introduction applied it to

of the song from many parts of the world

Fine Art Paper on Sintra.

the style of music. However the word kwela,

such as Swimming to Victoria in Canada and

gordonscahchatcollection, Johannesburg, SA

sometimes spelled quela, can also reffer to a

so on. Confused by the subtle distinction

specific style of dance and can be found in

between “to” and “on” Pretoria, I joined in the

the titles of tracks recorded many years prior

discussion.

Fine Art Paper on Sintra.

Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching

to Tom Hark.
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Growing up, I was often a member of

Kwela Sax, recorded in 1958, is the

the school choir, and I can remember singing

b-side of Big Joe Special and, according to

on many occasions the famous Afrikaans

Rob Allingham, this record marks the first

folk song Marching to Pretoria. In retrospect

time that Spokes Mashiyane played on

it befuddles me that the lyrics would be in

saxophone. As with his earlier Ace Blues, Big

both English and Afrikaans. I had always

Joe Special was a sales phenomenon. The

heard the song as “to” and not “on” Pretoria.

record became the trendsetting hit of that

But I was struck by the Zonophone version,

year and would inspire a whole new style of

which most definitely puts Pretoria on the

music. Sax jive—latter called mbaqanga—

defensive. As the song was popularized in

would dominate South African urban music

Afrikaans, I suspect it was more politically

for the next twenty years. Spokes Mashiyane,

correct to shift the emphasis to going to

after his successes with Trutone Records

Pretoria rather than attacking it.

and their Quality and Rave labels, was lured

This British patriotic song is different

away by Gallo Records in 1958. At Gallo he

from the Afrikaans version both in lyric and

became the first black musician to receive

melody. It is also sung from a home front
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perspective rather than from the war front.

Wet en sy Voorslagorkes, were actually run

Perhaps it too could have been derived from

by an Englishmen, named Walter Swanson;

the battle version. But in any event, it is the

Les Kelly became Les Meintjies and so on.

“Hurrah!” in the Josef Marais version at the

In 1938, Pieter de Waal of the SABC

end of “We are marching to Pretoria, Pretoria,

approached Hendrik Susan about forming a

hurruh!” that makes me think that the

band that would re-constitute an Afrikaans

various versions are historically linked. The

music in the form of a “boereorkes” for radio.

“Hooraah!” in the British version is definitely

These were the early days of Afrikaans

the most catchy part—the hook if you like—

broadcasting. The state-run SABC had only

and I suspect that, sung on battlefields, it

been formed in 1936 as an official act of

might have been the thing that soldiers

parliament, after an investigation by Herzog

most responded to—Afrikaaners or English.

into the financial dealings of its commercial

Perhaps there is some irony on my

predecessor, the ABC. South African radio

Artist Proof Edition

part in including the Zonophone print in the

prior to this time was dominated by English

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

series. The recording was made in England,

programming but, in 1937, two services

the disc in Germany, and the singer is

were established in English and Afrikaans.

Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching

most definitely not South African. This disc

Of the six members of Hendrik Susan’s

Fine Art Paper on Sintra.

would have only existed in South Africa as

band, three were English and had to change

an import. In my research into early South

their names accordingly; and the music

African recording history, it was interesting

they played marked the beginning of what

to discover that businessmen like Eric

became known as “boeremusiek.”

Gallo (the founder of Gallo Records) would

Hendrik Susan and his band became

seldom record music by English-speaking

political symbols when they chose to follow

South Africans, preferring tracks in Afrikaans,

and broadcast each night from the 1938

Zulu, Xhosa, and other African languages.

centenary celebrations of the Great Trek.

The rub was that “superior” music in English

They were so successful that, for many

was imported from the “homeland” and

years, they became identified with the

the United States; and therefore there

National Party. Perhaps with some irony, it is

was no market for local colonial culture.

interesting to note that Susan in his earlier

In some ways, I wonder if this attitude of

years had performed (on sax and violin)

not supporting local talent might have

with the Jazz Maniacs—Solomon ‘Zuluboy’

contributed to an English-speaking white

Cele and Wilson Silgee’s band mentioned

culture of displacement. That is a culture

above—at the Orange Grove.

with very few local icons that became

Blikkiesdorp Vastrap by Hendrik Susan

obsessed with “overseas” and continually

en sy Orkes is included in the print series on

referred to England as “back home”.

the HMV label—also known as His Master’s

But saying that there were few English-

Voice—a choice on my part showing

speaking musicians documented in early

perhaps a little political irony. The famous

South African recorded history is a vast

dog and trumpet logo on the record is

oversimplification. In my research, I was

remarkably “censored” by a piece of cello-

fascinated to discover that many icons of

tape bearing the owners name, “Barker”.

• left: Zonophone, 2010.
digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.
Epson HDR ink on Hahnemühle Museum Etching
Fine Art Paper on Sintra.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
• below: Installation view of Records, 2010.

• bottom: His Master’s Voice, 2010.
digital print, 78” x 78”, edition: 2 + 1 artist proof.

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

early Afrikaans music were not actually
Afrikaans speakers. Some English, some
Scots changed their names to appeal to an
Afrikaans market, knowing that music by
“Rooinekke”, according to Ralph Trewhela,
would be dismissed. Artists like Wouter De
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IN CONVERSATION
Ashley Kistler talks to Siemon Allen

Ashley Kistler: Let’s focus for a moment on

soccer among political prisoners on Robben

the room.” It’s a display strategy that I’ve used

cinematic view of the record covers and the

that I had lived in growing up. I placed what

the timing of your exhibition with regard to

Island, and from the present about the role

for sometime now, and I am continually

viewer is able to move around the curtain

operated like a small wax model inside a
display case. In a way, it was almost as if

the events of this past summer—specifically

of soccer among children in the townships,

questioning what keeps drawing me back to

freely. Most of the covers feature portraits

the World Cup—and how that feeds so

complete with images of handmade soccer

it. I use to think it was somehow connected

of Makeba, and the effect is a grid with

the house itself was a reliquary on display.

beautifully into your overall project, Imaging

balls.

to my love for the “play within the play”

groupings of identical images and varied

For me, psychologically, the piece tackled

in Hamlet, or that it was a way to make

graphics. The convex side of the curtain wall

issues around apartheid and this idea of
protection—of living in a cocoon or a

South Africa. Would you talk about why it

So the larger newspaper collection

was important for you to begin the show

has always dealt with this idea of imaging,

physical the metaphoric artificial space

creates a narrow passageway that allows for

with the newspapers piece?

and then there comes this moment in

of a collection. All of the collections are

a more intimate reading of the extensive

protected space—but also being on display.

history when the country self-consciously

displayed using some kind of architectural

liner notes on the backs of the covers.

Perhaps with some uncanny prescience, the

talks about imaging. I thought this was an

intervention, and each was a response to

Siemon Allen: The newspapers piece has
always been about how South Africa’s image

interesting opportunity to re-present that

is constructed in the US media. Previous

representation, if you like.

displays featured varied topics with full

On a lighter note, so much of the

articles and small random mentions. But as

coverage around the soccer dealt with the

the particulars of the space.

In the rectangular gallery on the third

piece was titled The Collector.

floor, the stamps are displayed on the interior

In a way, you could almost say that a

concave surface of an oversized cylindrical

lot of what I’m doing today is an extension

AK: Talk a little more about how the form of

structure. The circle of displayed stamps

of these early display-case works. Those

each piece reinforces its content.

almost physically connects at the beginning

projects were very personal, and they came

and end points but is punctured by the

about at a very particular time in South

this version began to take shape, I realized

sound of the ubiquitous vuvuzelas. Perhaps

that coverage of South Africa in the US press

this became the ultimate image of South

SA: One thing that I wanted to do was to

entryway. In a way, these points do connect:

African history, just prior to the ’94 elections.

during this particular period of collecting

Africa during this period. And so I decided to

somehow change that first room, where

the stamp collection begins in 1910—the

Perhaps they dealt with a form of latent self-

was dominated by the country’s hosting

display two of these plastic horns from South

Newspapers is located, so that when

year of the Union of South Africa—with a

critique. So they were a self-examination
taking place from within South Africa at a
specific period in the country’s history.

of the World Cup Soccer. It seemed to me

Africa with the newspapers. During the

you arrive at the Anderson Gallery, the

portrait of King George V. It ends in 2010

that it was an event that South Africa was

World Cup, many vuvuzelas were decorated

augmentation of the space itself suggests

at the 100-year mark with a reissue of that

using to rebrand itself. There are actually a

in countless ways—some with elaborate

something is different, something has

very same stamp depicting King George V.

couple of articles in The New York Times that

socks and others with more traditional

shifted. The curved wall was also informed

Perhaps there is some irony in that!

talk about this event as a way to ‘reboot’

means. One example on display features

by earlier showings of my work in the grand

I was interested in how the viewer

things that keeps coming up, especially with

the country’s image. For most people,

an elaborate beadwork cover, which was

cylindrical room at Durban Art Gallery and

would be confronted by the exterior wall

the stamp piece upstairs, is the idea of a

especially those who have never been there,

made by Rose Shozi, an artist working at the

the Corcoran Museum’s Hemicycle Gallery.

of the stamp piece, and I hoped that it

laager. It’s a South African term from a time

South Africa has a very strongly defined

Hillcrest AIDS centre in KwaZulu Natal.

So I was already interested in the way the

would bring to mind your initial experience

when the Boers were traveling overland with

piece could curve and how I could work

of the inaccessibility of the woven piece

ox wagons. A common military strategy was

downstairs.

to position these wagons into a circle—

image—most notably the apartheid years,

How that all extends into this work is
a bit more complex, but I think one of the

the release of Nelson Mandela, the historic

AK: What other considerations were most

within the limits of the Anderson Gallery

• top: Newspapers (World Cup), 2010.

elections of 1994, subsequently followed by

important to you in conceiving what work

space. I extended the existing wall so that it

So the projects throughout the

like a fort—so everyone on the inside was

detail, Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

branding as a country of crime and AIDS.

would go where on the three floors of this

became a more continuous, nearly quarter-

Anderson space converse with each other.

protected from the outside, so to speak. But
what is curious is that this term is now used

• above: Two examples of Vuvuzelas from the 2010

With the World Cup came the opportunity

building, and also what the final form of

circle that leads you into the woven piece,

The curved newspaper wall is perhaps the

left was beaded by Rose Shozi an artist working at

for the country to reassert itself not only in

each would be? The idea of installation as

almost like a slide.

the Hillcrest AIDS Centre in KwaZulu Natal.

the press as a tourist destination, but also in

architectural intervention emerges once

The vuvuzela beacame the single most iconic image

pictures and stories that show another, more

again as one overarching methodology.

World Cup in South Africa. The yellow one on the

of South Africa during the World Cup.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
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celebratory face.

most gentle intervention, compared to the

to describe a psychological state. A “laager

After this text-heavy introduction, your

others. The Makeba curtain is a light, almost

mentality” is seen as a negative characteristic

experience is sharply contrasted in the very

transitory version of that same curve. The

and suggests someone who is in a persistent

next room where the reflective walls made

stamp-collection enclosure curves almost

state of isolation or fear, someone who is

360 degrees all the way around.

building psychological fences.

As I examined the papers, I could see

SA: Oh, definitely. Let me begin with the

with woven VHS tape are configured in

that soccer coverage was often not about

woven videotape installation. I always saw

such as way to form a space that is totally

what happened on the field, but rather

that work as being conceptually part of the

inaccessible. You are channeled into and

AK: When did this element of enclosed

in the leafy suburbs of Johannnesburg

addressed the social context of the game in

collection projects but just did not have the

around the space within the room but never

space begin to appear to in your work?

with a camera. I drove around a number of

South Africa, often in a noticeably positive

space to include it in my recent shows in

allowed entry.

manner. There were articles about the

South Africa. With this exhibition, there was

In the second-floor gallery, the Makeba

SA: I suppose the earliest version was

in a continuous take. What was interesting

diversity of the fans and accounts of new

the opportunity to link it to the other works.

records are displayed in a transparent

the first sculpture I made after leaving art

was that you could go full circle around the

conversations across racial barriers. There

Something that goes back to many of my

curtain wall. The concave side of the curtain

school. It was a small, intimate piece, where

block and, though there were perforations in

were stories from the past about the role of

earlier pieces is the idea of the “room within

wall facing the entrance creates an overall

I reconstructed one of the many homes

the form of doorways, the walls surrounded

Ten years or so ago, Kendall and I were

residential blocks while she filmed the walls
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the entire block; each was between ten and

that would not appear in the South African

between the specificity of each artifact and

given this history. It’s interesting that they

AK: In the wake of this completed project,

differ is in the focus on a visual archive of

twelve feet high.

media.

the pull towards those items operating in

are so abundant, and that these particular

the new prints suggest another direction for

this audio material—it is as much about the
image, the artifact, and the liner notes as it is
about the audio content.

woven

It may be less obvious how the woven

the service of an organizing configuration

flowers are quite hardy—I have heard of

your work, even though they are dependent

installation, is perhaps the most laager-

piece fits into my collection projects but, like

that becomes a large visual field. This is

them referred to as “dinosaur flowers.” Almost

on your collecting activities.

like in my mind, though I do think all the

the other projects, which are constructed

true with Newspapers and Makeba!, but

a quarter of the installation is taken up by

pieces address it in some kind of way. The

with

contains

perhaps most complex with the Stamps,

the proteas, which camouflage very tragic

SA: The prints were a way for me to return

newspapers are like pasted posters on a

information. However, the VHS weave is

given the massiveness of the installation in

events.

to art-making with a process that was very

wall. The stamp display, like Screen, most

different because it allows one to speak

counterpoint to the scale and number of

definitely references the laager but in this

about the power of silence. And every time

units.

instance the viewer is able to gain access

I show the work, depending on the context,

to its center and view its treasure. Ironically,

it evokes a different interpretation. For

once inside, the visual feast of this archive,
stands in sharp contradiction to its veil of
propaganda.

Screen,

the

impenetrable

printed

materials,

it

August 2010

When you come to the end of the

different from the collection projects, which

display, there are almost no repetitions,

involve amassing all this material, combining

probably because the stamps issued

it, and re-presenting it. I felt I needed to get

AK: With the current version of Stamps, I

in the last ten years are pretty much all

back to something more physical. Now you

example, the 2nd Johannesburg Biennale in

know the stamps are in chronological order,

commemorative and targeted to a collector’s

could say that scanning isn’t necessarily

1997 took place concurrently with the Truth

and they cover exactly 100 years. But in order

market. You can really see in the piece the

physical! But there’s something about

and Reconciliation Commission hearings.

to fill the entire cylinder, how did you plot

rise of email and the concomitant decline of

selecting a record that has a particular kind

Captivated by hours of viewing these live

out the entire configuration? How did you

stamp usage. In appealing to this collector’s

of damage or label marking, scanning it in

AK: The cylindrical container for the stamps

broadcasts, many people thought the

determine how many of these blues stamps

market, the function of the stamp has

high detail, blowing up and then printing

is also initially inaccessible. It occupies

videotape I used contained recordings from

to use, for example? Were those purely

shifted. With the repetitions in the display,

the scan on archival paper to create this

the space in such a way that as viewers

the TRC. At the same time, the spectacular

aesthetic decisions?

you see the extent of the stamps’ everyday

iconic image. For me, this was a return to

approach it through the first doorway, they

funeral of Princess Diana occurred and, so for

usage, which ultimately culminates in self-

something vital. I don’t want to call it object-

discover it’s possible to go only so far around

other viewers, the work was a monument to

SA: When I realized that I had more stamps

conscious designs for collectors. I think that’s

making. The result is an object, but it’s also

the piece until their path is blocked; they

her. I guess for some the piece becomes a

than I could display even in the large

kind of interesting.

an image—a singular image—rather than

must then exit the room, walk down the

type of memorial and, in its current context

installation, I went through all the stamps

hall, and enter at the opposite end to further

here it could be viewed as an archive of the

before we started, and I counted how many

AK: Yes, it is. The more you talk about

experience the piece.

unseen in South Africa’s past.

I had of each. My goal was to index the

the piece, the more it becomes a feat of

final display to the actual number of each

ingenuity—a complex installation on many

How form influences content in these

the grids of found, mechanically reproduced
materials.
AK: What are you working on now?

pieces also relates to the idea of concealing

AK: The notion of changing perspective is

different stamp in the collection. So if I had

different levels. Once this exhibition closes,

or revealing in terms of withholding

manifest in these works in so many ways. In

5,000 of one stamp and 4,000 of another, I

Stamps will go to a permanent home in

SA: My next major project, an extension

information or making it accessible. Would

terms of the viewer, it applies to perspective

wanted the display ratio to be 5 and 4.

South Africa?

of Records, is a searchable web archive of

you talk about how this operates in your

shifts that occur as you physically move

I wanted the installation to accurately

work?

around and through each piece, of course,

reflect the percentages of stamps that were

SA: Yes, I exhibited the piece in Durban,

at flatinternational.org. The site produces

but also to our mental inclination to project

to some extent used historically; if the blue

at the Durban Art Gallery in 2009; it was

discographies every time you search for any

SA: Sure. The VHS tape is an information

meaning onto the work when information is

stamp was widely and commonly used,

about half the size then and displayed in

particular term or artist, as well as detailed

carrier, but the information it carries in the

withheld, unseen and unheard.

then the installation needed to reflect this.

nine panels that were hinged together, to

images showing the cover, liner notes, and

Of course the other goal was to show at least

create a curved wall. I had met collector

label of whatever volume you select. Of
course, it will only be as good as the data

work remains inaccessible to the viewer. And

the entire audio collection. You can view it

so inasmuch as you can’t access the physical

SA: You see yourself reflected in the work. So

one of every stamp image—rather than

Gordon Schachat at the time through Clive

space of the piece, you also can’t access the

I suppose from a psychological point of view

being philatelically correct and showing

Kellner, and he was very interested in the

entered, and that will take a long time! But

content of the piece.

you might ask if the content is the viewer

every iteration of each stamp for color

piece. He said he’d like to buy it, and asked

I feel like it’s the one thing I really want to do

contemplating his or her own reflection.

shifts and errors. Given this, stamps that are

how I would like to ideally display it. I recall

at the moment.

Something I’ve been thinking about
for a long time is how much the idea of

Is it just a mirror image, or a blurred mirror

less common do not repeat as often in the

saying right away that I wanted it to be

inaccessible information resonates with my

image? There are levels of layering in the

display.

more comprehensive and displayed in a full

Matsuli and Electric Jive already exist and

experience of growing up in South Africa. It

piece, but it is essentially, I suppose, a piece

Interesting implications arise. For

circle that encompassed the viewer. And

some organizations like the South African

was an environment that was very insular,

about nothing. But it can be so many things.

example, the stamps that predominate in

that’s how this piece came about. Once the

Music Archive Project (SAMAP) have been
working on something similar to what I
have in mind, though funding is always an

A number of great blogs such as

and there was a great deal of censorship.

With the other installations, I am always

the entire installation are from the Protea

show closes, I plan on doing a final edit of

As a teenager, I remember there were

interested in the tensions between the far

series, which came out in 1977. The Soweto

the stamps displayed. After that it will go

these windows into the wider news media:

view and the close view. The far view would

uprisings occured in 1976, and Stephen Biko

to the museum Gordon is building for his

issue. The flatinternational website probably

friends whose parents had traveled overseas

be a panorama; the close view would bring

was murdered in 1977. Consequently, these

collection.

won’t be as dense as an officially supported

brought back newspapers with images

the particular into focus. So there is a battle

stamps seem especially opaque and silent
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• Screengrab of the flatinternational website, 2010.

project with staff, but I feel where it may
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STAMPS
EXHIBITION HISTORY

The stamp is a kind of public-relations

on the stamps and the social realities of the

gesture—a highly self-conscious attempt

period in which they were released. The

to express through a single image some

stamps tell the story of the changing face

1993 | Stamps

aspect of national identity. With this

of South Africa, revealing how the country,

Institute of Contemporary Art, Johannesburg, SA

project, I sought to explore the political

over time, has chosen to represent itself

history and shifting identity of South

both within its borders and internationally.

1994 | Vita 1993, Stamps

Africa through the collection, cataloguing,

It is a fragmented narration that speaks

Johannesburg Art Gallery, Johannesburg, SA

research, and display of postal stamps

not only through what is shown but also

released from the beginning of the South

through what is not.

2001 | Imaging South Africa, Stamps I

African Union in 1910 to the present. I

curated by Paul Brewer

intended to look at how the country, over

Hemicycle, Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, DC

time, had chosen to represent itself both
within its borders and internationally, and

2001 | Detourism, Stamps II

in the process discovered that it is a history

curated by Hamza Walker

told in a succession of scenes, in a voice

The Renaissance Society, Chicago, IL

that is constantly relocating with subtle
2002 | Context & Conceptualism, Stamps III

and dramatic shifts in political power.
The first version of Stamps, consisting

curated by Lauri Firstenberg

of a found display case and my childhood

Artists Space, New York, NY

stamp collection, was exhibited at the ICA
in Johannesburg in 1993 and subsequently

2009 | Imaging South Africa:

acquired by the BHP Billiton Collection.

Records/Newspapers/Stamps, Stamps IV

Some years later, a purchase of a few

Durban Art Gallery, Durban, South Africa

stamps in a small shop in Swakopmund,
Namibia, soon ballooned into a mission
to not only reconstitute the original
collection, but also to track down at least
one of every image issued as a stamp. This
led me to accumulate massive quantities
of stamps, and in doing so, I became
intrigued with how postal cancellations on
stamps were a sign of their use, and how
their expanding numbers when displayed
in a grid created patterns of color.
Stamps V opens and closes with
the image of King George V, the first
from 1910, the last from 2010. Arranged
chronologically, the collection covers
exactly 100 years and includes over 50,000
stamps with issues from British colonial

Currently 15 South African stamp issues show the portrait
of Nelson Mandela, this stamp is the most recent.

South Africa, the period of rising Afrikaner

• above right: Stamps, 1993.

political power, the apartheid era, and the

The original stamp display featuring my childhood collection.

postapartheid “New South Africa.”
Each stamp carries with it a subtext
to its official message. A critical look at the
collection reveals a persistent contradiction
that exists between the images presented
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• left: Happy 90th Birthday, Madiba,
miniature sheet issued July 14, 2008, SAPO.

ICA Gallery, Johannesburg, South Africa.
BHP Billiton Collection, Johannesburg, SA.
• right: Stamps I, 2001.
This installation was the first semi-circular
presentation of the stamp collection and also the
first time the title Imaging South Africa was used.
Hemicycle, Corcoran Museum of Art, Washington, DC
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• left & next: Stamps V, 2010.
100 years of South African stamps (1910 - 2010).
stamps, pins, acetate, cloth, wood.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
Notes on stamp details on pages to follow:
• p. 50: H.F. Verwoerd Commemoration,
stamp issued December 6, 1966, SAPO.
This stamp was issued after the assasination of Prime
Minister H.F. Verwored, often viewed as the architect
of apartheid.
• p. 51: Golfer Gary Player,
stamp issued December 2, 1976, SAPO.
Player, who was inducted in the World Golf Hall
of Fame in 1974, is probably one of South Africa’s
most famous personalities, and with this release
became the first sportsman to be depicted on a
South African stamp. During this period (1975 - 78)
Player worked in secret with the Department of
Information under Eschel Rhoodie to help counter
negative images of South Africa by playing golf with
international politicians and corporate executives.
His actions were one part of a much broader
clandestine operation organized by Rhoodie to
combat South Africa’s negative image during the
apartheid period. Player’s legacy as a successful
promoter of South Africa’s image abroad through
golf can still be seen today where South African
golfers, such as Ernie Els, Retief Goosen and Louis
Oosthuizen, continue to out-image major South
African politicians in the US press.
• p. 52: World Heavy-Weight Title Fight: Knoetze-Tate,
stamp issued June 2, 1979.
Bophuthatwana was one of ten semi-autonomous
“Bantustans” established by the apartheid
government within South African borders as
“homelands” for its black populations under its policy
of separate development. Though these “countries”
were never officially recogized internationally, four of
them issued postage stamps. This setenant printing
shows a classic face-off between American boxer
John Tate and South African Kallie Knoetze, which
took place at Sun City. Tate won the fight in the
eigth round.
• p. 54: Steve Biko, Chris Hani, Oliver Tambo, Robert
Sobukwe, Walter Sisulu, 50th Anniversay of the
Women’s March to the Union Buildings, Solomon
Mahlangu, Joburg 2010 International Stamp Show,
issued between Oct. 9, 2002 and Oct.15, 2009, SAPO.
Various miniature sheets commemorating heroes of
the struggle against apartheid, the one exception
being the re-issue of South Africa’s very first stamp
showing the portrait of King George V. Miniature
sheets are designed for a collector’s market and
not generally used postally. Their usefulness in
projecting an image is thus quite limited.
• p. 55: President Jacob Zuma
stamp issued November 10, 2009, SAPO.
A full sheet showing South Africa’s current and third
president since the historic elections of 1994.
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NEWSPAPERS
EXHIBITION HISTORY

This Newspapers project began when I

topics covered were so varied. Ultimately,

started collecting US papers during the

the newspapers were displayed in a grid

coverage of the UN Conference on Racism

with each mention of South Africa isolated

2002 | Newspapers (Post/Times)

in Durban, South Africa (my hometown)

and highlighted by windows cut out of

110 selections from each, The Washington Post and

in late August 2001. Initially in an attempt

overlaid sheets of tracing paper. Full articles

The Washington Times

to follow US press coverage of the

and single sentences alike were framed in

FUSEBOX, Washington, DC

conference, I bought daily one of each of

this way.
2003 | The American Effect: Global Perspectives

the papers in the newspaper boxes around

The Anderson Gallery version of

Washington, DC. The events of September

Newspapers is a fragment of my larger

on the United States 1990 – 2003

11 occurred several days after the closing

collection of The New York Times, spanning

40 selections from each, The Washington Post and

of the conference, and I was compelled

from 2001 to 2010. This display, constructed

The Washington Times, curated by Lawrence Rinder

to continue what had become a research

with issues from the past few months (May 1-

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY

project into how the image of South Africa

July 31, 2010), is dominated by articles on

is constructed externally through the filter of

South Africa’s hosting of the FIFA World

2003-6 | A Fiction of Authenticity:

the US press.

Cup. This mega-media-event was an

Contemporary Africa Abroad

opportunity for the country to rebrand itself

140 selections from The St. Louis Post-Dispatch,

American

internationally and, for the most part, as

curated by Shannon Fitzgerald and Tumelo Mosaka,

cities: Washington, New York, Los Angeles,

the articles reveal, the coverage is notably

Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis, St. Louis, MO;

Boston, Baltimore, and Richmond. I asked

positive. (This is in sharp contrast to a great

Miller Gallery, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA;

myself how the presentation of articles on

deal of pre-Cup coverage.) Ironically, the rare

Blaffer Gallery, Houston, TX

South Africa from a given US paper would

complaint in the press during this period

operate if organized indexically. What

concerns the cacophony of the ubiquitous

2004 | Newspapers (Register)

would this presentation say about South

vuvuzela’s.

152 selections from The Des Moines Register

From that time on, I collected daily
newspapers

from

selected

curated by Cira Pascual Marquina, Anderson Gallery,

Africa and, reciprocally, what would it reveal

For me, Newspapers addresses the

about the extent and nature of US media

profound implications behind the simple

coverage? How is the South African image

act of reading the newspaper. It is about

projected, interpreted, and received? What

the everyday experience of the world in

2009 | Imaging South Africa:

is represented or misrepresented? What

your living room or, as the journalist Walter

Records/Newspapers/Stamps

exactly is the image of South Africa?

Lippmann said, “the world outside and the

176 selections from The New York Times,

pictures in our heads.”

176 selections from The St. Louis Post-Dispatch,

Since this collection was the result

Drake University, Des Moines, IA

of the methodical daily actions of buying

68 selections from The Des Moines Register,

and cataloging, it was as if a common

68 selections from The Washington Post,

routine had been made self-conscious. In

68 selections from The Washington Times

this context, the newspapers operated as a

Durban Art Gallery, Durban, South Africa

complex carrier of information, a diary, and
a potential future archive. As the project
developed, the reach of my collection
expanded to include newspapers from the
cities in which the project was scheduled to
be presented, including St. Louis, Houston,

116 selections from The New York Times,

and Des Moines. With each series of papers,

May 1 - July 31, 2010, newspapers, pins, cloth.

I also tabulated articles by category and

Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

constructed pie charts in an effort to

• right: Newspapers, 2009.
selections from five US newspapers.

quantify various topics (see graphs on pages

Durban Art Gallery, Durban, South Africa.

68 and 69). I became interested in how, from

• pages 68-69: Analysis, 2010.

one locally available paper to another, the
number of mentions of South Africa and
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• left & pages 58-67: Newspapers (World Cup), 2010.

digital print, Epson HDR ink on paper.
Analysis of articles on South Africa in The New York Times.
Research period: 3 months (May 1 - July 31, 2010).
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WEAVES
In my student days, I recall being dissatisfied

were being conducted in South Africa live on

with the traditional format of painting

television during this period. Other viewers

EXHIBITION HISTORY

and shredding canvas into strips to create

assumed that it somehow contained all the

1993 | Untitled

woven panels, thus transforming a 2-D

coverage of Princess Diana’s funeral, which

Institute of Contemporary Art, Johannesburg, SA

surface into a 3-D object. Although these

just took place prior to the opening.

formal investigations did not sustain my

I was interested not only in the

interest, I did return to this process some

contradiction between the material and

years later when artist Sam Ntshangase

its application in a new context, but also in

was invited by Andries Botha to teach,

the fact that the videotape was rendered

1997 | 2nd Johannesburg Biennale / Graft,

unofficially, in the Sculpture Department

mute. That this “illicit” information remained

La Jetée, curated by Colin Richards / Okwui Enwezor

at Technikon Natal in Durban. Like Botha,

present but unreadable evoked for me

South African National Gallery, Cape Town, SA

Ntshangase not only used natural materials,

notions of mistrust and frustrated desire.

but also appropriated “industrial waste” for

Disguising the work as a formal, minimalist

2000 | Translation/Seduction/Displacement,

reuse in his work. His influence rekindled

object also added to its covert function. The

Screen, curated by Lauri Firstenberg & John Peffer

my earlier interest in a craft common to the

whole process spoke of misused technology

White Box, New York, NY

KwaZulu Natal region—utilitarian objects

and the dark opaqueness of the piece also

made out of scavenged telephone wire.

gave it a funerary quality.

1994 | Vita ‘93
Johannesburg Art Gallery, Johannesburg, SA

2001 | After the Diagram, Untitled

What intrigued me conceptually about this

The videotape weaves, like my other

particular process was how a castoff material

collection works, are made with a process

from the communications industry could be

of gathering and configuring, and are built

transformed into raw material in a manner

through accumulated small gestures to

2008 | Light Show, The Birds

that contradicted its original function.

create a grid-like pattern. The videotape

curated by Henrietta Hamilton, Robert Fraser &
Vaughn Sadie, BANK Gallery, Durban, South Africa

In 1990, I produced a number of woven

works are silent and in the context of this

works using videotape. The videotape had

exhibition, become perhaps an archive of

been used and therefore encoded, but what

the unseen or the unknown.

curated by Lauri Firstenberg & Douglas Cooper
White Box, New York, NY

2008 | Monomania, The Birds

was actually recorded on the tape I never

curated by Storm Janse van Rensburg

revealed.

Goodman Gallery Cape, Cape Town, South Africa

I expanded the format of the weaves
to explore spatial possibilities, and this led to

2008 | Disturbance – Contemporary Art from

a number of works where the woven panels

Scandinavia and South Africa, The Birds

behaved as walls. For the 2nd Johannesburg

curated by Maria Fidel Regueros & Clive Kellner

Biennale in the main space of the South

Johannesburg Art Gallery, Johannesburg, SA

African National Gallery, I configured 40
panels in such a way as to create a room
within the larger room of the main firstfloor gallery. The woven screens, or La Jetée
as the piece was titled, interfered with
and reflected works from the permanent
collection. In another architectural woven
work, Screen, I constructed an impenetrable
black box with an inaccessible interior space
much like the weave work made for the
Anderson Gallery exhibition.
The timing of the exhibition of La Jetée
led to speculation that the used videotape
might contain footage from the Truth and
Reconciliation Committee Hearings which
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• left: Screen II in process, 2010.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
• right: Screen II, 2010.
woven VHS videotape, steel, 7.5’ x 12.5’ x 14.5’.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.
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THE WEAVE OF MEMORY
Siemon Allen’s Screen in postapartheid South Africa
Andrés Mario Zervigón

• above: Screen, 2000.
woven VHS videotape, steel, 6’ x 8’ x 18’.

Approaching the recent work of South African artist Siemon Allen is like

White Box, New York, NY.

encountering an object of classic Minimalism. His shiny black behemoth entitled

woven VHS videotape, steel, 7.5’ x 12.5’ x 14.5’.

Screen (2000), for example, bears a close resemblance to Tony Smith’s Die of 1962.

• left: Screen II, 2010.
Anderson Gallery, Richmond, VA.

And like Die, whose enormous size, heavy dark rolled steel, and name all suggest
a lethal threat, Screen also appears to mean something beyond its mere physical
presence.1 Perhaps its primary material, woven VHS videotape sectioned into
twelve panels, contributes to this nonspecific sense of meaning. Or maybe its
imposing size, the fact that most viewers cannot peer inside its six-foot walls, and
the feeling that one can only guess at the recorded content of its constituent
material, all contribute to this vague impression that Screen bears meaning of
great significance. Indeed, the very fact that the work offers numerous levels
of opacity may alone generate its greatest single message, its demonstrative
unwillingness to reveal its contents.
For the last seven years, the international art world has fixed its attention
on South Africa’s art scene and has found itself fascinated by the country’s
sophisticated output. Many foreign observers have been thrilled to see that
2

contemporary art can successfully negotiate a history and context resonating
with the social gravity of South Africa’s transition from apartheid.3 Indeed, much
of the country’s art revisits the apartheid past in provocative ways, mining

interpreted as referring to nothing more
than their literal presence. Die represents an
early exception to this interpretation. For a
discussion of Smith’s Die within the larger
context of Minimalism, see James Meyer, ed.,
Minimalism (London: Phaidon Press, 2000),
12-45.
2. The fascination with South Africa’s
contemporary art followed a general
interest in the country’s transformation
to democracy. The first Johannesburg
Biennial, held in 1995, offered the first
broad exposure of the country’s art to
an international audience. Subsequent

South Africa’s material history like an archive of memories and re-presenting

discussion was ratcheted up by the even

this archive’s contents for careful consideration. Allen’s Screen, however, stands

more comprehensive 1997 Johannesburg

strangely apart from this trend in art. Rather than present discomforting terms of
the past for reevaluation, Screen purposefully withholds its archived contents. The
VHS videotape, which is normally used to record personal experiences, surveillance,
or news, here reveals nothing apart from its shiny surface and the viewer’s
reflection in that surface. As videotape, Screen offers a material term for memory
even as its black opacity references that memory’s utter inaccessibility, the same
sort of memory other South African artists labor to recoup. Indeed, the very weave
of Allen’s Screen offers a metaphor for the integration of individual memories into
one national history, yet, simultaneously, the weave’s tightness denies any simple
decoding of that memory by, for example, feeding the tape through a video player.
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1. American Minimalist works were often

Biennial, an exhibition of William Kentridge’s
art at the Museum of Modern Art, New York
(1999), and various shows of contemporary
South African art, for example, Liberated
Voices (1999) at New York’s Museum for
African Art. South Africa’s recent art has
also hit New York’s Chelsea gallery scene. A
particularly exciting exhibition, Translation/
Seduction/Displacement, highlighting
precisely how sophisticated this art has
become, was staged at the White Box Gallery
in March 2000. This is where I encountered
Allen’s Screen.
3. This was particularly evident in the show
Liberated Voices (see n. 2).
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In a sense, Screen functions apart from the country’s archive-based art as an
antimemorial, quite literally reflecting South Africaæ but otherwise refusing the

Reconciliation, as it turns out, requires the kind of shared memories and values

memory its component material evokes. Like that of the country itself, Screen’s

that apartheid specifically sought to extinguish. How, then, can such values be

memory has yet to be determined. It is precisely in this space between the

determined in contemporary South Africa when the existing terms by which they

self and external reference, in the vague meaning navigated by Allen’s almost-

are generated often serve to heighten and spectacularize difference? Indeed,

Minimalism, where Screen operates so successfully. For in the context of post-

can the country ever commemorate its history? The answer to this question

apartheid South Africa, where the stakes for representation remain high, a work

may unfold only over the course of decades, but Allen’s Screen proposes a

of art that makes the mechanics and deferral of reference its primary concerns

number of interesting provisional responses. As in many other South African

necessarily highlights the process, rather than the terms, through which a nation

contemporary art works, his structure takes memory as its central concern,

renegotiates its past.

yet unlike these other works, it does so without outlining that memory’s

This distinction is significant. South Africa has spent the past seven

woven 16mm film, aluminum, 6’ x 8’ x 18’.
Featuring all the footage from Hitchcock’s film.
BANK Gallery, Durban, South Africa

4. American audiences can observe the
character of the TRC hearings in the

contents. The very opacity of his woven tape suggests that memory can be

years heavily engaged with its past, often producing in the process as much

decoded only once consensus arises on how it will be read. Screen, therefore,

divisiveness as reconciliation. This fact became painfully apparent at hearings

memorializes memory by making its indecipherability, rather than its contents,

before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). Established in

a central aesthetic focus.

negotiations between the last apartheid government and the African National
• The Birds, 2008.

heated debate about the use among white artists of the black female image.6

Such a strategy can only find success in an environment where memory’s
terms are actively contested. This is why phenomena such as the TRC and

Ideology and Fantasy in Contemporary

era crimes in exchange for their perpetrators’ general amnesty, an arrangement

archive-based works of art are so important to the success of Allen’s structure.

South African Representation,” Third Text 40

that granted judgment for these crimes to the country’s diverse citizens and,

These same phenomena, however, can be troublesome in a way that Allen’s

ultimately, to history itself. By taking this course, South Africa had essentially

Screen is not. Generally in South Africa, images have long borne significant

chosen to represent its past rather than avenge it. And indeed, the TRC’s creators

consequences precisely because their power and meaning have never been

hoped that this re-presentation, this disclosure of crimes to broad public scrutiny

negotiated properly. During the apartheid era, they helped mediate to a larger

absent institutional judgment, might elicit a broad consensus on the past and

public an official understanding of race, and they even participated in the

thereby promote the kind of reconciliation a successful future demanded. But

most basic applications of minority power. The notorious passbooks blacks

once it was seated, the commission sometimes took on a circuslike quality,

were required to carry, for instance, bore the carrier’s photographic portrait.

threatening to render such collective judgment far more difficult than initially

Such fusing of image with legal pass linked the representation of black identity

planned.4 Dramatic confessions and horrific memories broadcast around the

to its effective criminalization. Other images produced by the everyday

country quickly excited a mass audience whose diversity of responses often

culture of apartheid, as in television and advertising, also circulated within a

understand South African art and certainly

served to heighten, rather than resolve, the nation’s differences. Because the past

context resonating with Group Areas legislation, resettlement schemes, and

should not cast aspersions on it. Equally

meant vastly different things to different people, its terms were difficult to digest

Bantu education policies, the dominant instruments of racialized power that

collectively.5

institutionally defined the country’s discourse on race. Within this environment,

The ambivalence produced upon uncovering South Africa’s past typifies

both the creation and the reception of representation were inevitably
determined by the dominant racial structure. Such was the case even when

Day (2000), directed by Frances Reid and

artists have elicited similarly mixed emotions as they, too, journey through the

images intentionally resisted apartheid’s discourse, for the singular focus of this

Deborah Hoffman.

past, re-presenting familiar cultural terms without casting any obvious judgment

opposition only seemed to confirm the racial discourse’s dominance. Inevitably,

see Brandon Hamber, From Truth to

on those terms’ meaning or significance. As with the TRC, this art of memory

apartheid transformed any image into yet another mediator of racial meaning

Transformation; The Truth and Reconciliation

has often found itself heightening, rather than soothing, the contentiousness of

and, thereby, another tool of that oppressive system’s power.

Commission in South Africa (Braamfontein:

South Africa’s history The fight generated by the confessions and pardon of the

Today in South Africa, images remain haunted by their previous use even

murderers of political activist Steven Biko, for example, found its equivalent in a

while charged with their new task of renegotiating identity. Whether they appear

5. For a critical discussion of this problem

Catholic Institute for International Relations,
n.d.), 1-28.
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his article “Reframing the Black Subject:

Congress (ANC), the TRC was charged with uncovering the truth of apartheid-

the country’s general rapprochement with history. Unsurprisingly, many of its

documentary film Long Night’s Journey into

6.Okwui Enwezor initiated this debate with

(1997), 21-40. He suggested that rather than
renegotiating identity, the work of some
South African artists was instead recycling
old racial conceits through representations
of the black female body. He voiced
particular concern for the montages of
Penny Siopis and Candice Breitz, visually
disjunctive works that seemed to render
the black body abject and docile. The
response among South African artists was
largely hostile, particularly because Enwezor
was then curating the 1997 Johannesburg
Biennial. International curators, concluded
many of these artists, could not truly

interesting was the debate among South
African artists themselves on representing
across racial lines. It seemed clear from
the debate that a neutral image for one
South African could constitute a terrible
affront to another (this observation is based
partly on a discussion I had with Allen in
December 2000). Other responses appeared
in Third Text, an interesting example being
Brian Keith Axel’s “Disembodiment and
the Total Body. A Response to Enwezor on
Contemporary South African Representation,”
Third Text, 44 (1998), 3-16. [see also Grey
Areas, edited by Candice Breitz and Brenda
Atkinson.]
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• Untitled (Boogie Woogie), 2001.
woven 1” magnetic tape, wood, 9 x 12 ft.
White Box, New York, NY.

in soap operas broadcast on reformed television networks, advertisements found

their use as entertainment all the more disturbing. This discovery revealed the

in glossy magazines, posters used in political campaigns, or the news, South

surviving brutality of a supposedly expired apartheid period. Such revelations

Africa’s new images inevitably retrieve the past even as they mediate visions of a

clearly give videotape an unsettling association for the everyday South African.

“rainbow” future.7 A popular soap opera portraying a black middle-class family’s

Or, rather than alluding to these gruesome events themselves, perhaps

integration into Johannesburg’s plush northern suburbs may help establish a

Allen’s tape refers to the TRC hearings before which similar revelations were

new understanding of identity, but it does so against a past when blacks only

largely made. Indeed, the TRC recorded all its hearings and often broadcast its

cleaned and gardened in this area.8 Its representation of race must therefore

gripping footage to the entire country. Maybe Screen evokes the abundance

remain in dialogue with terms of the past if only to acknowledge contrasting

of these recordings, their dissemination over television, or even the popular

understandings of race and separation.

culture that mediated their meaning. Allen prefers to keep this signifier as free

The danger posed by this dialogue is that an image circulating in

as possible, refusing to reveal what lies recorded on the tape’s surface except, on

contemporary South Africa may not be able to critique its previous power

occasion and with deceptive frivolity, to suggest Princess Diana’s funeral as its

without also purveying it, even spectacularizing it, depending on the viewer

content.10 This statement confuses Screen’s darkly serious reference yet suggests

being engaged. This, in turn, is precisely the danger faced by South African

its status as a memorial.

artists who try to reconcile the past through a use of images retrieved from their
country’s visual archive.
By referencing memory through an opacity yet to be deciphered, Screen

meaning itself becomes the subject of aesthetic inquiry. Yet the fact that Allen’s

Desmond Tutu and, subsequently, the new

absent the spectacular. And this is exactly where the sense that Screen means

distract from its significance as a South African work of craft, a weave. This, too,

government to stress a diverse nation of

something significant plays a role. Within the South African context, where

contributes strongly to the work’s referential power. The positive associations

8. In fact, the themes of racial integration

history constitutes the country’s primary discourse, Screen’s videotape is far

produced by a work that could be viewed simultaneously as craft and as fine

and barrier breaking form a trend in South

more likely to be understood as a general reference to national memory.9 This

art first occurred to Allen in 1989, well before South Africa saw the political

examples are the soap opera Orkney Snorkni,

possibility suggests that a consensus on historical meaning remains possible in

and cultural developments with which his work dialogues. Then a sculpture

which is set in a largely white conservative

South Africa despite its citizens’ diverse experience of the past. Screen elicits a

student at Durban’s Natal Technikon art school, Allen also studied weaving with

residents; Igoli, a particularly successful soap

practice in consensus precisely because it resists the contested terms through

the famous Zulu artist Sam Ntshangase. Rather than teach the traditional craft,

opera about a newly integrated school and

which this past is normally articulated.

however, Ntshangase encouraged his students to disassociate weaving from the

Africa’s recent television broadcasting. Three

town learning to deal with its poorer black

its surrounding community; and Isidingo,
another popular drama dealing with

Like other conceptual works of art in which object and idea are unhinged,

fabrics with which it is normally linked. Taking this lesson to its logical end, Allen

integration and its complexities.

Screen allows its components to allude to any number of shifting concepts.

began making large four-by-eight foot weaves of shredded Coke cans, movie

9. Allen has exhibited his two most recent

Allen’s tape consistently turns back to its own opacity and indecipherability. It

film, videotape, and even ripped-up painting canvas. He exhibited the weaves

Gallery in Chelsea, in March 2000 and March

becomes a near free-floating signifier, capable of enabling almost any association

as framed two-dimensional works, thereby encouraging them to be viewed as

2001. Both exhibitions focused exclusively

the viewer might make. Does the tape signify its recorded content at all, or does

painting. Yet, as weaves produced through painstaking labor, they also beckoned

works selected serve their South African

it refer to the industry of surveillance built under the apartheid regime? Perhaps

to be seen as craft. In addition, their incorporation of nontraditional materials

constituency on fascinating aesthetic and

the second option would strike South African viewers first, considering a recent

seemed to stress a sculptural presence. These formal dislocations powerfully

the context of a specifically South African art

series of revelations. Two years ago, a number of “training” videotapes were

blurred the divisions of craft and fine art into which African and Western art,

show, they function similarly for American

discovered that showed white South African police officers setting their attack

respectively, have customarily been separated. But of equal significance, they also

histories. Allen has remarked that when his

dogs on undocumented Mozambican immigrants. The tapes had supposedly

interrogated Western distinctions between painting and sculpture. Through the

Untitled (Richmond, VA) (1996) was originally

been used to teach the training of attack dogs, but instead the police distributed

adoption of such formal boundary breaking, Allen’s early weaves established a

exhibited outside the context of South

copies for their own personal amusement. The recorded attacks were particularly

dialogue between South Africa’s cultural traditions and the type of avant-garde

brutal and left their Mozambican subjects seriously disfigured, a fact that makes

gesture whose heritage lay in places like Paris and New York.

video weaves in New York at the White Box

on South African art. Although all of the

social levels, I would maintain that within

audiences, particularly given our similar

African art, it resonated far differently, even
rather flatly.
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ICA, Johannesburg, South Africa.

external reference, and a liminal space between the two, where the motivation of
work successfully employs the formal rhetoric of Western Minimalism should not

equals.

woven VHS videotape, wood, 4 x 8 ft.

Most important, Screen offers an alternative Minimalism of self-reference and

elliptically evokes both the country’s past and its deferred reconciliation,

7. This is the term adopted by Archbishop

• Untitled, 1990.

10. This event is not as remote from the
country as one might think. At the time of
Diana’s death, her brother, Charles, the ninth
Earl Spencer, was living in South Africa.
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While Allen’s weaves seemed of limited relevance to the more activist and

represented by the country’s typically hybridized forms. Ultimately, as both a

content-driven art preferred by socially conscious artists during apartheid,

critique of and a stimulus to representation, Screen demonstrates the limits and

their potential cultural resonance changed with apartheid’s twilight.11 In late

advantages of South Africa’s fascination with its own memory.

1993, eight months prior to the country’s first democratic election, Allen cofounded an alternative gallery with fellow recent graduates. In the spirit of the

Andrés Mario Zervigón is an Assistant Professor specializing in the history of photography and the

approaching transition, these artists felt enough freedom from government

acting undergraduate director in the Department of Art History, Rutgers University.

restrictions to establish an experimental space where, as Allen recalls, “anyone
could do anything.”12 Housed in their cooperative apartment, or flat, the FLAT

This text is an abridged version of an article first published by the College Art Association in the
Spring 2002 issue of Art Journal.
• La Jetée, 1997.

gallery essentially sought to transform Durban’s long-dormant art scene by

woven VHS videotape, steel.

selectively adopting Western avant-garde precedents from which South Africans

South African National Gallery, Cape Town, SA.

2nd Johannesburg Bienale, Graft,

had long remained isolated. Combined with the excitement of apartheid’s end,
this engagement with Western culture served to produce an art that was both
aesthetically and politically radical. Suddenly, Allen’s weaving practice seemed
prescient, gently engaging African and Western aesthetic traditions, and serving
as a foil to themes broached by the FLAT’s other, frequently more assertive,
• Untitled (Richmond, VA), 1996.
woven magnetic tape, 16mm film, sheets, steel, wood.
flatinternational, Richmond, VA.
Notably this was the first time “FLAT International”
was used as an umbrella term for various exhibitions
and projects that Ledelle Moe and myself organized
in Richmond, Virginia in the Spring of 1996.

exhibited works.
As a cofounder of, and participant in, the FLAT, Allen had already begun
experimenting with magnetic audiotape, recording readings and exhibition
discussions, which he later played back during the shows themselves. It was
not long before he began using this tape as raw weaving material as well. The
small format of audiotape, however, proved unwieldy in the weaving process,
and he returned to videotape. At this point, he began exhibiting his video
weaves not only as independent works, but also within larger three-dimensional
assemblages. He constructed rooms out of wooden frames and white cloth, and
in these mock galleries the weaves hung like strange voids. In these pieces, he
highlighted the craft basis of his art by, for example, using cross-weaves whose
diamond-shape patterns mimicked the look of cloth far more directly than
Screen’s square weave would. As a consequence, a viewer confronting the panels
of a structure such as his Untitled (Richmond, VA) (1996) might gain the impression
of looking at a painting or textile, both of which referenced the country’s multiple
aesthetic traditions. Allen’s art literally wove African and Western aesthetic

11. For further information on South African
art in the apartheid era, see Sue Williamson,
Resistance Art in South Africa (Cape Town:
Catholic Institute for International Relations,
1989) and Gavin Younge, Art of the South
African Townships (New York: Rizzoli, 1988).

traditions together while leaving the significance of this interaction open to the
intersubjective consensus of its viewers.
Allen’s new work embraces Minimalism more tightly than his FLAT-era
pieces had, yet the significance of its basis in craft continues to resonate with

12. This was the agreement made among the

local artistic traditions. Now dialoguing with an art rooted in recollection, his

group’s founding members. Siemon Allen,

increasingly inaccessible weaves suggest that South Africa’s memory should

the FLAT Gallery, unpublished manuscript,
p. 280.
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never be fixed in a national representation at all but should continue being
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